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STRICTLY HYPOELLIPTIC SECOND ORDER

DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

KAZUHHtO YAMAMOTO

ABSTRACT. We shall show strict hypoellipticity of some second order differen-

tial operators which are generalized equations considered by Hörmander,

Oleinik and Radkevic, using localized energy inequalities.

1. Result. Let Q be an open set of Rn and L(x, D) be a second order differential

operator

(1.1) L(x, D) = Xa(x, D)aaß(x)Xß(x, D) + X0(x, D) + b(x),

where aaß{x), b(x) E C°°(fi), aaß{x) = aßa{x) (a,ß = 1,... ,N) and Xa{x,iD),

(ReX0)(x,iD) and (ImX0)(x, iD) are real vector fields over Q. In (1.1) as well as

the rest of this note we use the following convention of summation:

N N

J2 Aaßaabß = Aaßaabß   and     ^ Aaaa = Aaaa,

a,/9=l a=l

where Aaß, Aa, aa and bß are functions or operators over C°°(Q).

We shall define properly supported pseudo-differential operators Y¡t(x, D) (k =

0,..., N + n) with the following symbols:

Y0(x, 0 = (ImXoXx, 0»    Ya{x, 0 = (Reaaß)(x)Xß(x, £),

YN+j(x, 0 = {d(B.eaaß)/dxj)XaXß{x, £) • ICI-1

where a — l,...,N and j = l,...,n. For a sequence / = (ii,---,ia) (0 <

ik < N -f- n) with the length \I\ = s, we denote the iterated commutator

[Yi,, [Yi3,..., [!-._,,Yi.)...]] by Yfc,D).
We impose the following conditions on L:

(A.1) For any compact set K of fi there exists a proper and closed convex cone

IV C {z G C;Rez > 0} U {0} such that

{aaß{x)Var}ß: (x,r?) <EKXRN}C TK.

(A. 2) For any compact set K of 0 there exists a constant Cjt such that

|(ReX0)(x, i)\2 < CK(Reaaß)(x)XaXß(x,0,

where (x, í)€ifXRw.

We shall use the following notation which is a microlocalized one of Oleinik and

RadkeviS [3].

Definition. Let r be an open conic subset of T*(fi)\0. A second order

differential operator L(x,D) with a form (1.1) is of rank n over T if for any closed
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subset of V of T such that T' n {(x, Ç) 6 T*((l)\0; |£| = 1} is a compact set, there

exist a positive integer a = a(r') and a positive constant C = C(T") such that

(1.3) £ \Yi(x,0\2>C\^

where (x, £) G V. Here Yj(x, £) is the principal symbol of Y}(x, D).

THEOREM. Let L(x, D) be a second order differential operator with a form (1.1),

which satisfies assumptions (A.1) and (A.2). Then ifL{x, D) is of rank n over T, for

any u £ P'(fî) we have
WF(u)nr = WF(Lu)nr.

As a consequence of the above theorem, we obtain the following:

COROLLARY 1. Second order differential operators L(x,D) considered in Hor-

mander [1] and Oleinik and Radkevii [3] are strictly hypoelliptic, ifL(x, D) is of rank

n over T*(iî)\0.

Using our theorem, we can prove the following partial hypoellipticity:

COROLLARY 2. Let Q = fii X fi2j, where f2¿ (¿ = 1,2) is an open set o/Rni, and

S be a conical neighbourhood of ^ = 0 in Rn< (n = ni + nj). If the second order

differential operator L(x, D) is of rank n in fi, then L is partially hypoelliptic on x^\

i.e., iff e C°°(iîi, D'(n2)), WF(/) C fi X S ondLu = /, then u 6 C°°(ni; D'(Q)).

2. Preliminaries. First we shall state lemmas with respect to wave front set (see

§2.5 of [2]).

LEMMA 2.1. A point (x0, fo) 6 T*(n)\0 does not belong to WF(u) if and only if
there exists a properly supported pseudo-differential operator x(i, D) whose principal

symbol does not vanish at (xo, Ço) such that x(x,D)u € C°°(ii).

Lemma 2.2 (see Proposition 2.5.9 of [2]). Ifu e P'(fi), we haveA[x,D)u e
C°°(n) for all properly supported pesudo-differential operators A of il with

WF(A)nWF(u) = 0.

Next we shall cite some inequalities from [4]. Let Ya(x,D) (a = 1,...,N)

and Yjv-j-j (x, D) (j = 1,..., n) be properly supported pseudo-differential operators

defined by the symbols aaß\x)Xß{x; {) and {daaß{x)/dxj)XaXß{x, OKI-1 respec-

tively. Then just using the conditions (A.1) and (A.2), in [4] we proved the following:

LEMMA 2.3 (SEE LEMMA 2.3 OF [4]). (i) There exists a properly supported

pseudo-differential operator Aq of order 0 such that

AT-r-n

(2.1) £ (linuH2 + ||rfcU||2) < C{\ Re(AoLu, tt)| + ||U||2},
fc=i

where u € C^^K) and || • || and (, ) are the norm and the inner product o/L2(fi),

respectively.

(ii) For any properly supported pseudo-differential operator A(x, D) of order s,

there exist properly supported pseudo-differential operators A* (k = 0,..., TV + k)
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of order s such that

n

(2.2) [L, A](x, D)=Y, (W(x, D) + Ao(x, D).
fc=i

Let x and X1 De properly supported pseudo-differential operators in O of order 0

such that the symbol of xf is identically 1 on some neighbourhood of the support of

the symbol of x- Then we denote this relation between x and x1 DY x(x> D) CC
X/(x, D). From now on we assume the supports of all properly supported pseudo-

differential operators of order 0 denoted by x, x! or Xt are contained in a subset V

of r, which satisfies the condition of the definition of §1.

The following lemma is easily proved by (2.1) and (2.2), and Lemma 2.3.

LEMMA 2.4.  Letx(x,D) CC x!{X,D). Then we have

n+N

(2.3) £ (lltoll2 + Hñxtill.3) < Cdlx'LuH2 + Hx'txll2 + Nil.).
fc=i

Here s ER, r is sufficiently large and u £ C0X'{K), where K is a compact subset of

n.

LEMMA 2.5. Let x(x, D)CC X/(I>D) andr be a sufficiently large number. Then
for any s£R and sufficiently large r there exists a positive constant e,

(2.4) ||xtz|U+£ < CdU'Lull. + IWI. + IMU).
where u is Cg°(Ä").

PROOF.  By (1.3) and a strong Gárding inequality we have

(2.5) IMI2 < ci Y, H^xHI2-! + llx7«!!2 + IMlLrY
\\I\<<* J

Using (2.3), (2.5) and the last inequality of p. 130 of [4], we can prove (2.4) as s = 0.

By the same way as the proof of Proposition 3.3 of [4], we can prove (2.4) for an

arbitrary real number 5.

3. Proof of theorem. Let <p be an element of C°°({x 6 Rn; |x| < 1}) with

/ <p(x)dx = 1. Then for S < 0 we define the convolution operator

{<psu)(x) = 6~n J u(y)<p{{y — x)/6)dy.

Since <ps is a pseudo-differential operator with the symbol <p(6£), the set {<ps(D);

0 < 6 < 1} is a bounded set of L°(Rn). And we have supp(^«u) C suppu + 6

and u(x) 6 £'(n) belongs to Ha(Cl) if and only if ||^5u||a < C, where C does not

depend on 6.

LEMMA 3.1. Let u(x) be an element of £'(il) such that X2u(x) and (x2-Lu)(x)

belong to Ha(Q), then xiYku(x) and xiYfcu(x) belong to HS(Q), if Xi(x,D) CC
X2(x,D).
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PROOF.  For simplicity we use the following terminology:

N+n

Mu) = £ (\\<P6XiYku\\l + \\<P6XiYku\\])
fc=l

and

Br(ti) = ||x2LU||2 + ||x2U||2 + ||u||lr,

where r is a sufficiently large number. Let Ag(x, D) be a properly supported elliptic

pseudo-differential operator in fi of order s. Then by an elliptic inequality we have

N+n

(3.1) M«) < <? £ {(\\A3<psXiYku\\2 + \\Aa<psxiYku\\2) + Br(u)},
fc—l

where in this proof constant numbers do not depend on 6. Since {Yk, A^íXiKl—X2)

and [n, A,^íXi](1 — X2) belong to L-°°(fi), by (2.1) and (3.1), we have

(3.2) Asiu) < C(\(h0L{ka<P6Xiu),KiipsXxu)\ + Br(u)).

Using (2.2) and (3.2), there exist properly supported pseudo-differential operators

A4|J(x, D) of order s such that

(N+n

£ |(A4)ix2u,ñA4Íp0Xiu)|+¿M")

i=i

Since by the definitions of Yk and Yk = Yk — i(Yk — Yk) + Y0, where Y0(x, D) is

of order 0, by (3.3) we have Ag(u) < CBr(u), using xy < ex2 -\- y2/e for any e > 0

and nonnegative numbers x and y. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.

LEMMA 3.2. Let u(x) be an element of £'(fi) such that X2u{x), X2LU € Ha((l),

then there exists a positive number e such that xiu G i/4+e(n) if xi(x,D) CC

Xa(x,D).

PROOF. We shall use the same terminology as that of Lemma 3.1. Since if

u 6 S'(K), where K is a compact set of fi, there exists a compact subset K\ of fi

such that <psu 6 Cg°(Ä"i), we can use (2.4). Thus

\\<P6Xiu\\2+e < C{\\[L,<psX'}u\\2 + \\[x',L}<psu\\2 + Br(u)},

where C does not depend on 6 and ^{^¡D) is a properly supported pseudo-

differential operator in fi of order 0 such that Xi CC x! CC X2- Then since

[U V6X2] € L-°°(fi) and x%« € Ha((l) (k = 1,..., N + n) by Lemma 3.1, we
have ||v?«Xiull«-i-c < C> where C does not depend on 6. This completes the proof

of Lemma 3.2.
Let us prove the theorem. Since it is well known WF(Lu) C WF(u) for any

pseudo-differential operator L of fi and u 6 P'(fi), we shall prove WF(u) C

WF(Lu), i.e., if (x0, Co) £ WF(Lu), then (x0, Co) t WF(u). Assume (x0, Co) €
T*(fi)\0 does not belong to WF(Lu). Then using a cut-off function which is not

aero at xn, we may assume u G £ '(fi) and (xo, Co) £ WF(Lu). By Lemma 2.1 if we

show a properly supported pseudo-differential operator xix> D) in fi of order 0 such

that xu £ C°°(il) and x is elliptic near (xo, Co)> then (xo, Co) £ WF(u). Here we

assume (x0, Co) G T.

)
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Since (xo, Co) € WF(Lu), by Lemma 2.2, there exists an open conic neighbour-

hood f of (io2 Co) such that xo(a:, D)Lu £ C°°(fi) if the support of the symbol of xo

contained in I\ Let T' be an open conic subset of T such that for some a > 0, Ti =

{(x, c)-A(x, c),r) = inf(|x - x'l + \c/\c\ - C'/\C'\\ < <*; (^ £') e r')} c f. Then
we define rn = {(x, £); d((x, C), T') < a/n} and Xn(x, D) is a properly supported

pseudo-differential operator such that the support of the symbol of x^n {n > 2) is

contained in I^n—i and the symbol is equal to 1 on I^n- Since Xi DD Xa DD • • •,

inductively applying Lemma 3.2 to Xn-i, Xn, u as Xi = Xn and X2 = Xn-i, we

have XnU € íÍ3-(-(n_i)t(fi). If the support of the symbol of a properly supported

pseudo-differential operator contained in T' then x« G Hs+ne(Q) for any positive

integer n. This means xu € C°°(Q). Thus if x(x, D) is elliptic in (xo, Co), we have

(soi Co) € WF(u). This completes the proof of the theorem.
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